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Abstract. The problem of document categorization is considered. The set of 
domains and the keywords specific for these domains is supposed to be selected 
beforehand as initial data. We apply the well-known statistical hypothesis test 
that considers images of documents and domains as normalized vectors. In 
comparison with existing methods, such approach allows to take into account a 
random character of initial data. The classifier is developed in the framework of 
Document Investigator software package. 

1   Introduction 

Various keyword-based technologies are suggested for document categorization 
nowadays. In particular, these technologies use the tree of concepts for searching the 
principal theme of a document [3]; the concentration of keywords to evaluate the 
contribution of given domains to a document [1]; the probabilities of domain and 
keywords in Bayes classifiers [4], etc. Practically all technologies use the results of 
preliminary training. In comparison with all mentioned approaches, the suggested 
classifier needs more limited information for decision-making and gives a numerical 
estimation of reliability of results, taking into account the random character of the 
data used for training and application of the classifier. The classifier tests the statisti-
cal hypotheses based on 2χ -distribution and builds a list of domains relevant to a 

document with a given probability of documents missing a relevant domain. 

2   Initial Data for Classification 

Initial data is the list of domains Dj,  j =1, ..., m; the list of keywords (key-
expressions) wi, i = 1, ..., n; and the matrix of conditional frequencies pij = p(wi | Dj) 
reflecting distribution of the keywords in these domains. Let Nj, j = 1, ..., m be the 
numbers of keyword occurrences in all the documents connected with the domain Dj 

in full training database, so that  
ji ij Np =∑ . We use the term keyword to refer any 

key-expression that can be a single word a word combination. What is more, we take 
as the same keyword any group with the same stem and meaning. For example, obli-



gation, obligations, obligatory, oblige have the same stem oblig. Each document can 
be considered as a vector (x1,x2,...,xn) of keywords, where xi is the  number wi of key-
word occurrences in the document, and Nx

i i =∑ . 

For formal considerations we accept that the document topic is a direction of the 
document image vector in the multidimensional space of keywords. According to this 
definition all documents reflecting the same topic have parallel or quasi-parallel vec-
tors. Indeed, let us consider a concatenation of l copies of the given document D. 
Naturally, it has the same topic as D, while its image (lx1, lx2, ..., lxn) is parallel to that 
of D. On the other hand, let us consider a document D' that has no relation to the 
domain under consideration, and attach it to source one D. Naturally, the resulting 
text D + D’ has the same topic with respect to the domain under consideration as D, 
while it has the same image which thus is parallel to that of D.  

We will consider now the vector of conditional frequencies pj=(p1j, p2j, ..., pnj),  j = 
1, 2, ..., m mentioned above as the image of a typical document from the domain Dj. 
Because an operation of normalization does not change vector direction we transform 
all our frequencies so that: 1== ∑∑ i ii ij xp . 

3   The Main Algorithm 

3.1   Testing of Hypotheses  

The algorithm consists in consequent test of hypotheses about belonging of a docu-
ment to given domains. Considering image of a document and images of domains as 
attributes such a test is reduced to the test of uniformity. According to [2] it can be 
completed by 2χ -criterion of uniformity with ν = n-1 degrees of freedom. The 

criterion requires a calculation of the series of values 2
jχ as is shown in (1a): 
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Then the inequality 2
jχ ≤ 2

pχ is verified for all j = 1,2, ..., m, where p is the level 

of hypothesis significance and 2
pχ : p = P ( 2χ > 2

pχ ). All hypotheses for which 

this inequality holds are accepted. The value p is the feasible probability to miss a 
domain which is in fact relevant for the document.  

3.2   Analysis of Errors of Decision 

Testing statistical hypothesis we deal with an error to miss a relevant domain. But 
when several hypotheses are accepted we immediately deal with the other kind of 
error, which is an analogue of false alarm but for the case of many alternatives. In-
deed, because a document is supposed to reflect not more than one domain then 



among the selected domains only one is relevant. These two kinds of errors prove to 
be connected by the same way as in the case of two alternatives, namely the less a 
probability to miss a domain the more hypotheses will be accepted and the more is a 
number of false domains that appear.  

The concrete dependence of these errors is defined by domain distinguishability. 
The last can be evaluated checking the significance of distinctions between domains 
on (1b) that is an analogue of (1a) for two domains Dk and Dl. Then it is possible to 
find two boundary values: 
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The following considerations follow directly from (2): 

1. If p � pmax then the classifier is able to find not more than 1 relevant domain for a 
document. In this case the probability of false alarm is 0%. 

2. If p < pmin then the classifier is able to find at once all domains relevant to a docu-
ment (or none). In this case the probability of false alarm is (1-1/m)*100%. 

3. If pmin � p < pmax then the classifier is able to find k domains, k = 2, ..., m-1 (or 
none). In this case the probability of false alarm is (1-1/k)*100%. 

The typical values for probability to miss a correct domain are 5%-10%. But it 
would be better to assign this probability taking into account also the mentioned prob-
ability of false alarm. 

4   Conclusions and Future Work 

We suggested a simple keyword-based classifier intended for selection of domains 
relevant to a text document. The introduction of well-known statistical errors of the 
first and the second kind allows to set an optimum mode of classifier work. The future 
development will consist in: a) performing numerous experiments with a real docu-
ment flow, b) constructing more complex decision rules with respect to accepted 
hypothesis, c) developing a user-oriented program system.  
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